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Abstract 

Road safety projects in Victoria have traditionally installed Audio Tactile Edge Lines (ATEL) on 
high and medium volume rural roads with wide sealed shoulders. A new program is now 
systematically treating high speed rural road across Victoria, utilising several initiatives to more 
effectively develop and deliver audio tactile. This methodology has led to the application of Audio 
Tactile Centre Lines (ATCL) and the development of a technical Road Design Note. 

Background 
The Victorian Government is investing $70 million into the mass action treatment of high speed rural 
roads with audio tactile. The program represents a systemic approach to reducing the risk of run off 
and head-on crashes on Victoria’s high collective risk road network. It is expected that 13,000km of 
undivided roads will be treated, equivalent to 65% of the Victoria’s declared undivided road network. 

While previous projects have targeted medium/high volume rural roads with the application of ATEL, 
the current program differs through the application of ATCL on all undivided rural roads that meet 
the criteria. 

ATCL involves a continuous installation of black audio tactile ribs placed along the centreline of an 
undivided road. ATCL provides sound and vibration to alert drivers who have crossed the centreline 
and aims to prevent head-on crashes and run-off road crashes to the right1. 

Program Development 
Roads applicable for audio tactile were identified based on the pavement width and traffic volumes. 
Consideration was given to routes with high volumes of cyclist/motorcyclist and the noise impact by 
audio tactile (Figure 1). Future reseal and rehabilitation sites within the next two years were avoided 
to ensure that the benefits from tactile is realised over the expected treatment life. It is intended that 
these sections will be treated as part of the future reseal program. These considerations are outlined 
in a technical road design note which will be utilised for all future applications on high speed rural 
roads. 

Benefits Realisation 
The Fatal and Serious Injury (FSI) savings from audio tactile is typically based on crash history; 
however, given the mass action treatment and proactive nature of this program, the ANRAM risk 
rating and subsequently, the SSRIP Planning Tool was used to understand the collective risk and 
predict the FSI savings. The current delivery of audio tactile across 3,600km of roads in South West 
Victoria has a predicted seven FSI crash savings per year over the five-year treatment life. 

Delivery Strategy 
The program is delivered centrally by the Safe System Road Infrastructure Program (SSRIP) team. 
This delivery model has increased efficiency through: economies of scale; standardising procurement 
processes; and, greater industry collaboration with the linemarking industry. A phased approach has 
been taken to allow the market to compete and provide capacity. Further work is being undertaken to 
align the program with the periodic line marking maintenance program. 

                                                           
1 ”Road Design Note 03-10 – Audio Tactile Line Marking (ATLM)” – VicRoads 2019 
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Figure 1. ATCL on a High Speed Rural Road 

 
Asset Preservation and Renewal 
Audio tactile is now a ‘default’ treatment on high speed rural roads across Victoria. Tools and 
methodologies are currently being developed to help preserve audio tactile and provide a base for a 
future renewal program. The development of a data mapping system will provide the location and 
installation date which will help in providing a condition report and guide renewal programs. 

Conclusion 
The audio tactile program in Victoria has utilised ATCL and ATEL to systematically treat run-off 
and head-on crashes on high speed rural roads. Covering approximately 65% of the undivided 
declared road network, several initiatives have been utilised to provide support in the development, 
delivery and preservation of audio tactile. 


